Peters Perfect Ride Report June 2020
Sunday 20th June Peters Perfect Ride was from Sanderston
South Australia and we met at 0930am sharp and we were
greeted by one of the local community members of Sanderston who came out to greet us with open arms and also to
find out what all the ruckus was in his local town which has a
population of 3 adults and x1 children in the main street.
Once befriending the locals our leader Kevin Burrett who
kindly organised the ride for the group as our Spiritual Leader Peter Harrison is still on the sick list and the other participants for the ride were Kevin D, David W, Roger, Steve, Richard, Jilden
Our Leader Kevin Burrett provided a quick briefing on the
history of Sanderston and made sure that we all had adequate hydration and food onboard along with a chat on riding
etiquette .The morning was quite brisk and the temperature
when we set off was 11 degrees with a slight breeze blowing
to our backs. We headed off in a North Easterly Direction and
the plan was to stop for lunch at Cambrai

Above: Kevin Burrett / Leader as seen by Kevin
D mobile camera view

The Scenery out there to the north east of
Sanderston was just exceptional and we were
pleasantly surprised as to how green everything
was out there which was quite different to when
we had been out there in the region during past
warmer months and we discovered some beautiful period buildings which had been abandoned in
years gone by which indicated what the settlers
had endured over time and the difficulties that
they had endured

Above: Such a glorious picture of the region we were riding
with the sun rising and the condition of the tracks.
Right: Our morning tea stop on a Marne River Estuary
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We stopped after a short time for morning tea on the
banks of a estuary of the Marne River and the scenery
was just amazing and it makes you appreciate the great
state that we live in and more to the point what people
miss when out cycling on the regular coffee rides . Kevin
our leader informed us how he had climbed / hiked the
big hill that was in front of us many years ago with his
daughter at the time was aged approx 4 years old and
what a feat that would have been for her at that age

Above: The hill before us that Kevin and his Daughter had
hiked
Right: Copy of the map and ride route that we took
Below: The intrepid and Exploratory riding group on the
day, I was takin the picture
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We continued our ride up to Cambrai which was going to be
out lunch stop and we came across an old cemetery named
the Rheinthal Lutheran Cemetery tucked off of the road located on the side of the old Sedan Railway Line site.
Right and Below: Pictures of the Rheinthal Cemetery and
the heastone of the oldest founding member of the region dating back to 1793

Left: Family photo of the Shuller Family
I did some research on the grave site and
the gravestone is of Christean Schuller who
lived from 1793 and deceased in 1893 and
who were the founding family of the region
and were the earliest settlers of the region as
indicated by the state cemeteries records. In
the picture to the left the whole family who
are pictured have been buried in the Rheinthal Lutheran Cemetery and what we came
across in our cycling journey was the history
of the region before us and it is truly amazing
what you can find out on a Peters Perfect
Ride, and this is something that you would
have not been aware of if you were driving a
vehicle.
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We continued our journey
from the Rhienthal Lutheran
Cemetery along some amazing roads that were in really
good condition consider the
amount of rain that the region had received over the
previous few days with only a
very small parts that were
slightly muddy but not
enough to bring us too any
grief and we cycled on into a
town named Cambrai where
we stopped for a lunch at a
very well maintained park /
playground which the community obviously took great
pride in..
Well we made it back to Sanderston
after a 48km enjoyable ride and as
always the tradition is to stop at a
local refreshment venue and in this
case the Totness Hotel Inn at Mt
Pleasant to rehydrate and reflect on
what such a great ride we have just
participated in.
More cyclists and riders should
come out and see what Peters Perfect Rides are all about and the
scenery that you witness off of the
main Bitumen roads and I encourage you all to come along and see
what you are missing out on.
Until the next months ride safe cycling and keep those pedals turning.

Report By David Wilson SARCC Club
Member
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